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A psychosocial model for the evolution of aesthetic patterns Thibaud de Souza1, Tatiana Kalganova Brunel University; Uxbridge UB8 3PH 1



[email protected]; [email protected] Abstract



This paper describes an original attempt to evolve aesthetic patterns by integrating the rules of colour psychology into a multiagent evolutionary model. The system uses the principles of evolution to determine social relationships between agents. Communication plays an important role in the evolution of social behaviour. In our case the exchange of information between agents determines their behavioural characteristics. The interaction between agents and their social behaviour may be controlled and monitored using real-time image animation technique.



1 Introduction



3- Encoded rules binding the behavioural scripts to the perceived psychological qualities of the produced forms.



It is well known that it is difficult to guide the evolution of meaningful aesthetic patterns. Important problems associated to this include the design of systems with generic representational capabilities, the question of aesthetic judgement and knowledge integration (Machado et al 1996).



A system binding behavioural agents to the perceived psychological values associated with colour was designed and implemented in order to test this hypothesis. In this paper, the design of the system is exposed, along with preliminary experimental results.



The use of artificial intelligence in evolution of artwork has been researched actively during the last decade. Thus, experiments described earlier involve manual guidance of evolution (Rooke, 2001). Mechanisms for rearranging ready-made forms have been presented in (Soddu, 2001). Behavioural agents have been used to evolve images of virtual creatures (biomorphs), through the use of genetic algorithm (Dawkins, 1987). However, in this case again, manual selection has been involved. Recently the modelling of emotions has attracted much attention from researchers. Using this technique, belie vable agents have been created (El-Nasr et al 1998; ). At the same time it has started to be considered an essential component of intelligence (Gershenson, 1999; El-Nasr et al 1998). Following some insights provided in (Taylor, 2001), we have attempted to evolve aesthetic patterns without manual intervention. We suggest that automatic evolution of aesthetic forms may be achieved by combining the following:



2. Modelling social behaviour The purpose of the system is to evolve scripts describing the behaviour of individuals within social groups. Each individual is described using parameters that define its physical and emotional states and a behavioural script. Physical states of agents determine their emotional state. Emotional states control the execution of an individual's script. Behavioural script defines the interactions between agents. Relations between individuals have been modelled at 3 distinct levels: •



The emotional states of an individual are derived from the colour of its neighbours using the rules of colour psychology.



•



Informational and material transfers are performed between individuals in the form of data, code, colour, density and physical links exchange.



•



Social units are modelled using directed links binding individuals. Such links constrain the relative positions of individuals in space while facilitating informational



1- A generative system with sound potential in terms of the variety and level of organisation of created forms. 2- Behavioural scripts able to manipulate the data structures contained in the system



exchanges and amplifying individual contributions to local emotional climates. The location of agents is constrained within spherical bounds. The graphical patterns created reflect the evolution of individual and group attributes over time. The system allows controlling interactively the rules that constrain the behaviour of agents and the evolution of their physical and emotional states.



where S friction is a spring friction that is constant; N links is the number of physical links, Fs i is a spring forces that is calculated according to the following equation:



Fsi = v ⋅ (d i − Di ) ⋅ S power where v is a normalised vector representing the direction of the physical link; d i is current length of physical link; Di is reference length of the physical link; S power is the spring power



3. Agent characteristics



constant.



In real life, individuals may be described by their physical and psychological states.



The noise vector can be jittered randomly with a specified probability.



3.2 Colour coding scheme for modelling emotions



3.1 Physical states In our system, physical attributes include location, colour, speed and density (see Table 1). The speed vector is decomposed into 3 distinct comp onent vectors representing the agent's speed, the pull exerted by physical links (spring vector) and a variable amount of random noise. Table 1: Agent physical attributes



The psychological state of individuals has been modelled by describing the influence of the psychological climate produced by colours on individuals. Fig. 1 illustrates the relationships between agents and their emotions. The expressions of agents are derived from their colours. The expression values contribute to the emotion values of neighbouring individuals (see Fig. 2). Agent 3



The location of each individual is initialised randomly within specified bounds. At each execution cycle the location is updated using the follow rule:



Agent 0



Expression



Agent 1



Expression



Agent 2



Expression



Figure 1: Deriving agents’ emotions from neighbouring agents’ expressions.



location = location + s where s is calculated as a sum of cell speed, spring vector and noise vector. The cell's speed is updated using the cell's target location, friction and acceleration parameters:



Emotions



Source colour



Social relationships



Affectivity



Expression



Emotion contribution values



Colour scheme



Distance to Agent



speed = ( speed + Aacceleration ⋅ u ) ⋅ (1 − A friction) where u is a normalised vector representing the direction of target location; Aacceleration is an agent acceleration that is



Figure 2: Evaluation of emotions



constant; A friction is an agent friction that is constant. The spring vector is the sum of the spring forces Fs i generated by each physical links:



S = (S +



∑ Fs ) ⋅ (1 − S
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